
 

It’s never too late for Braces! (This means you!) 

Blogged By trisha  

About two weeks ago when I was surfing through my Facebook stream, I noticed a friend of mine ask 

who had braces as an adult. I quickly raised my virtual hand and let her know I had them at 26 and it was 

the best decision I ever made. She was getting ready to get them and not surprising, was pretty nervous. A 

lot of people came to her and let her know that yes, they can be pricey, yes they can be a bit painful, but 

yes, they were totally worth it. About a week ago I laughed when she said her mouth hurt, but it was great 

knowing the beginning of her journey to straight teeth (and a healthier smile!) had arrived. 

I have talked quite a bit about my teeth journey as a partner with Ormco and you can read some of that 

back story on past articles here: 

 More Than Straight Teeth 

 New Year, New You! 

 Do you LOOK happy? 

And one thing I have been waiting for all year is to be able to give away a future smile makeover to a 

lucky reader, so stay tuned as it will be this fall!                                 

Think Braces are just for Teenagers? 

Think again! 

Recently Damon Braces put out this great infographic that shares some wonderful information about 

adults and braces. As you may or may not know, the Damon Smile were my personal braces of choice 

when I got them so long ago. They were a perfect size, helped move my teeth quickly, and came 

orthodontist recommended. 

Check it out! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://damonbraces.com/experience/2012/12/04/meet-our-damon-divas/
http://www.momdot.com/damon-system/
http://www.momdot.com/damon_system_braces/
http://www.momdot.com/damon-system-smile/
http://www.damonbraces.com/


 

 

Like so many others in my life, my life CHANGED when I could smile, when I could really be 

ME and if you are waiting, do NOT wait any longer. 

Do this for you. 

 

 

  



 

 

 

Learn more and get started by going to visit Damon Smile on Facebook  or check more out on 

their website! 

~Trisha 

http://www.momdot.com/its-never-too-late-for-braces/ 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/DamonSystemBraces
http://damonbraces11.reachlocal.net/choose/index.php
http://www.momdot.com/its-never-too-late-for-braces/

